
Our growing company is searching for experienced candidates for the position of
cybersecurity architect. We appreciate you taking the time to review the list of
qualifications and to apply for the position. If you don’t fill all of the qualifications,
you may still be considered depending on your level of experience.

Responsibilities for cybersecurity architect

Participates in Enterprise Security Solutioning activities and is familiar with
Solutioning processes, tools, and methodologies to support the security
offerings
Lead the design and test of complex security related systems to support
ongoing deployment on classified and sensitive but unclassified (SBU)
networks
Support mission-focused infrastructure to ensure performance and availability
of system and environment
Perform testing of infrastructure changes in lab environment to simulate
effects on production systems, prepare test plans, and properly document
test results
Schedule and coordinate system maintenance and upgrade activities to
reduce impact to production environment
Develop and maintain independent Virtual Server Infrastructure and
administer storage, networking, compliance, & best practices
Plan, monitor, and implement backup and recovery of Windows and
UNIX/Linux OS’s
Proactively monitor system performance and improve system architecture to
maximize performance and eliminate potential problems
Troubleshoot and/or provide technical support in the event of an issue
Publish standards, policies, and procedures, and work with development staff
to standardize environment and improve efficiency
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Knowledge of PCI, HIPPA, ISO 2700x and or FISCA security standards and
frameworks
Technical evaluation plans
Technical reports for technical audience (System Admin, Network Admin,
Database Admin, Application Developers)
Technical reports for executive audience (Authorizing Official, CISO, System
Owner)
5 years of cybersecurity services experience or related security technology or
discipline such as vulnerability scanning, asset discovery, identify
management, encryption, firewall technology or information protection
2 to 5 years’ experience shall be in a security design or technical evaluation


